KOPPERS RAILROAD STRUCTURES IS A

SPECIALIST IN STEEL BRIDGE REPAIR/UPGRADES/STRENGTHENING INCLUDING MOVABLE STRUCTURES.

When it really matters.

www.koppersrailroadstructures.com
Repairs are designed by our in-house Engineering Group and implemented by an experienced Operations Team.

Koppers Railroad Structures is the Largest railroad Timber Bridge Repair company in North America.

KRS invented the proven process of detailed inspection followed by in-place preservative treatment to extend the service life of timber bridges including Marine structures.

Full Turnkey process for New Bridge Construction; from design, permitting and implementation.

Experts in Concrete Repairs including full cast in place, bearing renewal, pier shafts, wing walls and related components.

Sensitive to your train schedules and flexible to adjust. We maximize available track time windows.

Motivated Inspection Teams supported by a 21st century digital data base. Our reports support all FRA inspection criteria.

Rail Access compatibility to reach those hard to get to structures.

KRS covers North America with a full menu of structural repair services. Safety is always first.

Experts in Concrete Repairs including full cast in place, bearing renewal, pier shafts, wing walls and related components.

Sensitive to your train schedules and flexible to adjust. We maximize available track time windows.

Motivated Inspection Teams supported by a 21st century digital data base. Our reports support all FRA inspection criteria.

When it really matters.

www.koppersrailroadstructures.com